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 Focus: learning with high-dimensional data and 
limited labeled samples. 
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Inductive Learning Setting

An Example Multiclass SVM (M-SVM) [1]:

 Uses large-margin loss

 Widely adopted for high-dimensional multiclass
problems.

Fig.1. Loss function for Multiclass SVM

Hard-Margin M-SVM (Hypothesis Class)

Contributions

 Introduce learning from contradictions (a.k.a
Universum learning) for multiclass SVM and
propose the new MU-SVM formulation.

 Derive several useful properties for MU-SVM.

 Analyze the PAC learnability of MU-SVM using
Natarajan Dimension.

 Derive efficient analytic bounds that can
perform model selection.

 Provide exhaustive results in support of this
approach.

Multiclass Universum SVM (MU-SVM)

Learning from Contradictions (a.k.a Universum Learning)

 Originally introduced in [2] for binary classification problems.

 Idea: incorporate apriori knowledge via additional unlabeled samples (a.k.a
universum samples) which contradicts (i.e. cannot be explained) by a
hypothesis (concept) class.

 Given: Training and universum samples.

 Goal: Minimize test error on future

 Approach: Estimate a model with balance between two goals,

PAC Learnability and Generalization Error

Theorem 2. Natarajan dimension for                   and                   has the form                                                    

. . Assuming                                                  gives,

where, 

 depends on the MU-SVM parameters and the Universum data.

 always.

 Inductive Learning based approaches perform
poorly when labeled data is limited.

 Need alternate advanced learning settings !!
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Multiclass Universum SVM (MU-SVM)

Large margin loss on training samples insensitive loss on Universum

Proposition 1 maximum contradiction achieved when universum samples 
closest to decision boundaries.

Useful Properties of MU-SVM

 Proposed MU-SVM           trade-off between Large Margin Loss on training 
samples and            insensitive loss on Universum samples. 

 reduces to standard multiclass SVM in absence of Universum data (sec 3.1)

 reduces to the standard binary U-SVM for two class problems (proposition 2)

 Solvable through any state-of-art M-SVM solvers. (proposition 3)

 PAC Learnability            bound Generalization error as a function of the 
size/capacity of the hypotheses (concept) class. 

 Natarajan dimension is a widely used capacity measure, that generalizes 
VC dimension for multiclass problems (see [3] for details).

 Small Natarajan dimension          lower generalization error.
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 Theorem 2 shows MU-SVM has smaller Natarajan Dimension (and is likely 
to incur lower generalization error) compared to M-SVM. 

Model Selection

Theorem 4. Under mild assumptions the leave-one-out error is upper bounded as,

where,

A new span definition specific to MU-SVM  formulation which incurs a 

computation complexity in the order of  

 Model Selection using Theorem 4 is computationally efficient                         
compared to standard leave-one-out procedure with incurs 

Empirical Results

Effectiveness of MU-SVM formulation

GTSRB dataset [4]: Speed zones from traffic signs using 1568  (HOG features)

Training / Test sample size:  300/1500              Universum sample size = 500 

 MU-SVM provides  > 20% improvement in test accuracies compared to M-SVM

Priority Road

Table 1. Mean(    std. dev) of test error over 10 runs

Empirical Results

Explanation using Histogram of Projections (HOP)

Table 2. Model Selection for MU-SVM using 
L.O.O vs 5 Fold CV vs. Theorem 4 

Summary

HOP for M-SVM

HOP for MU-SVM
MU-SVM 
 preserves separability of training samples (in blue)
 Increase contradiction by reducing the spread of 

universum samples (in red).

Model Selection using Theorem 4

Model selection using Theorem 4,
 4x faster than 5 Fold CV
 100x faster than leave-one-out procedure.

 Formalized learning from contradictions for M-
SVM and introduced MU-SVM as a tradeoff
between large-margin loss on training samples
vs. insensitive loss on universum samples.

 MU-SVM can be solved using M-SVM solvers.

 MU-SVM has smaller Natarajan dimension (and
hence lower generalization error) than M-SVM.
Also shown in empirical results with > 20%
reduction in test error compared to M-SVM.

 Derived efficient analytic bound which is 4x
faster than 5Fold CV and 100x faster than L.O.O.
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